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Diagram:

1. 2 solar panels
2. Antenna
3. Antenna cable
4. Flexible protective tubing
5. Control cabinet
6. Control cabinet electronics
7. Batteries
8. Surge protection for antenna cable and control cabinet electronics
9. Mast (e.g. signpost with 76 mm diameter)
10. Protective earth (PE), grounding cable
Custom Solutions for Utility-Scale Green Power Generation.


Applications: Airports Parking Lots, Rail Stations, Bus stations, National Parks, Hospitals, Offices etc. Existing Electrical Infrastructures.
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IQ-IP Video Anywhere technology empowers Government agencies, Industrial facilities, developers, contractors, and other professionals to efficiently and effectively manage sites across the country and around the world. IQ-IP Video Anywhere allows businesses to monitor an unlimited number of locations over the internet using non-intrusive, energy efficient, IP camera systems.
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